Gravity changes occurring during the initial stage of the 2011-2012 El Hierro submarine eruption are interpreted in terms of the pre-eruptive signatures during the episode of unrest.
Introduction
Gravity measurements are usually taken on active volcanoes to monitor their activity, identify the precursory signals of new eruptions, and constrain the nature of unrest [Rymer and Williams-Jones, 2000; Furuya et al., 2003; Gottsmann et al., 2006; Crescentini et al., 2007; Bonafede and Ferrari, 2009] . Gravity variations caused by volcanic sources can range from one to several hundred µGal (1 µGal = 10 -8 ms -2 ) and may occur at any time during phases of volcanic activity [Bonvalot et al., 1998; Greco et al., 2008] . After subtracting the solid-earth and ocean-tide effects (and, likewise, any meteorological/hydrological perturbations) from the gravity records, the corresponding residuals are useful for detecting volcanic signals and as an effective volcano-monitoring tool if combined with other geodetic/geophysical parameters such as seismicity, deformation and geochemical data.
Furthermore, time variations in the observed Earth-tide parameters (other than the lunisolar gravitational attraction) could indicate ground deformation processes occurring as a result of volcanic events [Berrino et al., 2006] . Along with certain other observational techniques, the analysis of continuous gravity measurements allows the temporal evolution of volcanic processes to be studied, and can make an important contribution to the investigation of subsurface mass redistributions and density changes, magmatic processes, and changes in elevation and seismicity.
Several studies using continuous gravity measurements have been carried out on different islands of the Canary archipelago since 1987, all with the aim of improving our understanding of the Earth's crustal response to tidal forces in volcanic areas and of gathering gravity signals related to volcanic/seismic activity during periods of quiescence [Vieira et al., 1991; Arnoso et al., 2000; . However, to the knowledge of the authors, studies based on continuous gravity variations during an active volcanic process in the Canary Islands had hitherto not been undertaken.
From the onset of seismic activity in July 2011, various geodetic and geophysical parameters were placed under continuous observation on El Hierro. The Spanish IGN implemented a surveillance network consisting of four GPS stations, progressively increased to a total of 12 stations, nine seismic stations (two of which are a permanent part of the volcano IGN monitoring network in the Canary Islands), several geochemical techniques (Radon concentration, CO 2 flux, groundwater parameters) and three magnetometers [López et al., 2012] . A tiltmeter network was also installed to monitor ground deformations [Arnoso et al., 2012] , whilst a control gravity network, in place since 2003, was used to study gravity variations in terms of subsurface mass/density changes due to volcanic activity. Additionally, another GPS network with a total of six stations was installed by the local agency ITER [Sagiya et al., 2012] , and also operative was a GPS antenna (FRON), which had been erected by the GRAFCAN (Cartographical Service of the Government of the Canary Islands) in 2010.
To complement this monitoring network we installed a permanent gravimeter to conduct continuous gravity measurements. Time gravity variations associated with seismic-volcanic processes can make a significant contribution to real-time volcano monitoring and, in particular, to the investigation of magma dynamics and subsurface processes during episodes of unrest. The data thus generated can also provide important constraints on the geometry of subsurface structures beneath the volcanic edifice and on the source of unrest. In this paper, we document the continuous gravity measurements carried out on El Hierro during the unrest episode preceding the submarine eruption that occurred in [2011] [2012] . Although the gravity measurements that began in late July 2011 have continued to the present, we concentrate our study on the period between August 6, 2011 and October 15, 2011 in order to encompass the main part of the unrest episode and the first days of the eruption. This allows us to identify and analyze the main gravity anomalies that occurred during the building up of the eruption.
We describe here the methodology used and the data obtained, and then discuss them in terms of the magma movements occurring inside the upper lithosphere and in the volcanic edifice.
Background information on the geology of El Hierro and the 2011-2012 submarine eruption
El Hierro is the youngest and westernmost of the Canary Islands, a group of volcanic ocean islands located on the Atlantic side of the African plate, 150 km off the coast of Morocco ( Figure 1 ). They originated as a result of an intra-plate magmatic episode lasting over 40 Ma [Araña and Ortiz, 1991] that gave rise to Holocene volcanism on all of these islands. El Hierro is a composite shield structure created by a combination of different volcanic edifices, which rises from 4000 m b.s.l to a maximum altitude of 1501 m a.s.l. and has a surface area of about 279 km 2 [Guillou et al., 1996; Carracedo et al., 2001] . The onshore geology of El Hierro shows three giant lateral collapses, namely Las Playas, El Julan and El Golfo (Figure 1 ), and the San Andrés fault (on the NE flank of the island) that could correspond to an aborted lateral collapse [Day et al., 1997] . El Hierro has three well-defined ridges lying at 120º that concentrate all the Holocene volcanism, the most recent being the southern ridge that extends for about 40 km with a height of 2000 m above the sea floor ©2014 American Geophysical Union. All rights reserved. [Münn et al., 2006] . Recent geodetic and gravimetric studies have investigated the crustal structure of El Hierro using gravity inversion [Montesinos et al., 2006] , as well as its elastic response to body-tide forces [Arnoso et al., 2011] . Most recently, Gorbatikov et al. [2013] have studied the deep crustal structure of El Hierro using a micro-seismic sounding technique to create a 3D velocity model of the island's internal structure, which has revealed the existence of several local heterogeneities, as already noted by Montesinos et al [2006] . In fact, Gorbatikov et al. [2013] highlight the existence of a reservoir of solidified magma to a depth ranging between 15-25 km, located at the northwest of El Hierro, and connected with the formation of the younger part of the island. Other subsurface shallow structures identified as well by the density contrast model of Montesinos et al. [2006] , seem associated to the southward migration of hypocenters along the contact surface of this reservoir and a highvelocity structure, which divides two large low-velocity bodies, one of them containing the solidified magma accumulation zone.
The 2011-2012 submarine eruption on El Hierro was preceded for nearly three months by an intense seismic swarm and important ground deformations, as reported by López et al. [2012] and Ibáñez et al. [2012] . These authors state that seismic unrest started on July 19, although dozens of local events had already been detected two days beforehand.
More than 12000 localized earthquakes occurred up to the onset of the submarine eruption on
October 10, the largest of which was of magnitude 4.3 M bLg according to the earthquake catalogue of the Spanish Instituto Geográfico Nacional (IGN). Initially, the seismicity was of low magnitude (< 3.0 M bLg ) and two months after the beginning of the period of unrest, the earthquakes were still mostly focused on the north of the island at depths of 10-15 km ( Figure 2a ). In mid-September, seismicity began to migrate towards the south of the island and a slight increase of up to 17 km in the hypocentral depth was observed. In addition, both the magnitude of the earthquakes and the ground deformation rate increased during this period. By late September 2011, most of the earthquakes were located offshore to the southwest of the island, but with greater magnitudes. Early October, various episodes of deflation-inflation were noted by the GPS stations of the IGN network at different sites on the island. Variations in other geophysical parameters such as differences in magnetic observations at different stations and several peaks in
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Rn concentration were also observed [López et al., 2012] . Then, the hypocenters migrated southeastwards through the submarine flank of the southern ridge and a M bLg 4.3 event occurred on October 8 at a depth of 12 km and 1.5 km from the coast (Figure 1 ). Only few shallow (14 km depth) earthquakes ©2014 American Geophysical Union. All rights reserved.
followed this event (Figure 2b ), suggesting that the magma approached the surface at the onset of the submarine eruption asseismically [Martí et al., 2013] . The eruption started on October 10 at 04:15 UTC. At this point, a harmonic tremor signal appeared on the seismic records and continued for several weeks until the end of the eruption. The high-amplitude tremor signal overlapped the gravity records during the first days after the onset of the eruption. The eruption lasted for 4.5 months and constructed a new 220-m high volcanic edifice about 1 km in diameter at the base, which reaches 300 m b.s.l. at a distance of 1.8 km from the coast [Rivera et al., 2013] .
Methodology and data acquisition
We acquired continuous gravity measurements from two different locations collected during different stages in the seismo-volcanic processes taking place between August 6, 2011
and October 15, 2011. The first observation site, LA (Figure 1 ), was located in the north of the island around El Golfo embayment in a private house in the village of Los Llanillos at 276 m a.s.l. The gravimeter was installed in the cellar on concrete base of 40 cm thick. The site was selected for its proximity to the seismic swarm that was located in this area at the beginning of the seismic process ( Figure 1) . A GPS antenna belonging to the IGN geodetical network [López et al., 2012] was installed directly above the gravimeter on the house roof during the same observation period.
Due to the southwards migration of the seismic activity, the gravimeter was moved to a second site in the village of El Pinar at the end of September 2011. The site, Aula de la Naturaleza (AU) (Figure 1 ), is located near the geographic center of the island at 950.5 m a.s.l and 6.5 km SE from the site LA (Figure 1 ). The gravimeter was installed on a concrete pillar fixed to the bedrock at a depth of 30 cm inside a small room where it was protected from humidity and air currents. No GPS antenna was available at this site, although two relatively close permanent GPS stations belonging to the IGN network, HI01and HI08
( Figure 1 ), were installed 4 and 1 km away, respectively. In addition, a short base-length biaxial tiltmeter (model Applied Geomechanics 701-2A) that records tilts in two orthogonal horizontal directions was positioned on a pillar next to the gravimeter from the end of September 2011 onwards [Arnoso et al., 2012] .
Previous tidal gravimetry studies had been conducted using a LaCoste & Romberg
Graviton-EG spring gravimeter at site AU during 2008 [Arnoso et al., 2011] . This provided us with a priori knowledge of the site's possibilities, as well as the stability and quality of the gravimetric measurements it could generate. Thus, we expected that the comparison of the tidal observations with the theoretical body-tide models at this site could be carried out with an accuracy of 0.1%, as reported by Arnoso et al. [2011] . Details of the observations at sites LA and AU are summarized in [Brown et al., 1991; Budetta and Carbone, 1997; Berrino et al, 2000; Carbone and Greco, 2007] . In order to study the performances of the meter in terms of resolution, accuracy, noise level, and long-term stability the gPhone-054 used here was compared to the superconducting gravimeter SG-C026 at site J9 in Strasbourg (France) during 2008 [Riccardi et al., 2011] . Conclusion achieved from this gravimetric comparison showed that the gravimeter behavior both in the tidal and seismic bands is satisfactory, even better than standard spring gravimeters (zero-length metal or quartz-type sensors). However, the instrumental drift rate is still greater than in a superconducting gravimeter and some uncertainties may be present in drift modeling when gravity fluctuations are small.
Nevertheless, most uncertainties can be solved if meteorological perturbations can be modeled with enough accuracy and drift behavior is closely controlled or, as in the case of this study, long-term gravity variations are sufficiently large to be distinguished from other known and easily modeled effects.
It is well known that the time-variable gravity signal is composed of different contributing signals [Torge, 1989] including solid Earth tides, which add tens of µGal to the amplitude signal and can be easily modeled by different software packets depending on the final desired application [Dierks and Neumeyer, 2002] . Ocean tidal loading, atmospheric loading, and polar motion are other known factors that are included in the gravity signal. To achieve a residual gravity signal with the greatest geophysical significance, other parameters are usually sampled together with the gravity records. The core gravity sensor of the gPhone by design should be slightly influenced by environmental effects such as air pressure and temperature variations that in turn increase the non-linear drift problem, which is decisive for the purposes of volcano monitoring [Budetta and Carbone, 1997; Berrino et al. 2006 , Greco et al., 2012 Crossley et al., 2013] . During this study, raw gravity data were sampled at 1 Hz frequency. Other parameters were also measured at different sampling rates: leveling instrument, atmospheric pressure, internal pressure sensor, air temperature, internal sensor temperature, humidity. Rainfall data indicated that no significant precipitation fell during the observation period and so the corresponding gravity effect was not evaluated.
Although the most important limitation of spring gravimeters is still the unpredictable drift behavior occurring during long-term observations, previous results gathered with a LCR gPhone-054 gravimeter operating at the J9 gravimetric observatory in Strasbourg (IPGS-EOST, France) confirmed suitable drift rates of a maximum of about 10 µGal/day and quick drift stabilization after installation. As well, no significant differences in its drift-rate evolution were observed over time [Riccardi et al., 2011] . After its testing in Strasbourg, the gPhone-054 was moved to the atmospheric observatory of Izaña (Spanish AEMET) on the island of Tenerife (Canary Islands, Spain) for 1.5 years, where its stabilized drift-rate behavior was within the range of 0 to 2.0 µGal/day for the year before it was installed on El Hierro ( Figure 3 ). This behavior fit in with the manufacturer´s guidelines, which indicate that after 1-2 years, the drift rate should fall substanlially (gMonitor User´s Manual, 2008). The instrumental drift changed drastically at sites LA and AU on El Hierro just before and during the period corresponding to the submarine volcanic eruption. After the eruption ended, the drift rate stabilized at an average value of about -1.0 ±0.5 µGal/day. To model the instrument drift from the signal showed in Figure 4 , a linear fit was applied to the observed gravity data, after spikes and tilt-induced gravity effect were removed. Except for the first week after the installation of the gravimeter when the best fit corresponds to a second-degree polynomial ( Figure 4c ).
To attain the residual gravity signal, that is, the time gravity variation free of perturbations, several corrections were applied. Following a common procedure for processing time gravity series [Hinderer et al., 2007; Crossley et al., 2013] , the residual gravity, g res , can be expressed as The largest signal in the observed gravity data is produced by Earth tides. Tidal deformation of the Earth represents the elastic response of its body to gravitational accelerations produced by the Moon and the Sun and, to a lesser extent, other celestial bodies.
The tidal forces can be described with high reliably and precision and, commonly, solid Earth and ocean tides are modeled with a high accuracy. Gravimeters measure tidal gravity variations at the Earth's surface with very high signal-to-noise ratio. Those variations, which occasionally may exceed 250 µGal, are a source of noise for many other geophysical measurements. The analysis of tidal gravimetric observations provides amplitude ratios and phase differences, in terms of the tidal waves that represent the response of the Earth's body to tidal forces, between observed amplitudes and phases and they respective theoretical calculations. Harmonic analysis methods are the most common approach used to model the tidal signal. Thus, a multiple regression model in the time domain is derived from a multiple input-single output system, through [Neumeyer, 2010 , Wenzel, 1997 ( 2) where y l represents the gravity observation at a time t, A j , and  j are the amplitudes and phases of the tidal waves for frequencies  j (e.g. calculated from a tide generating potential), z m (t) is the additional signal included in the regression model (as for instance the air pressure). The amplitude factor H j , the phase shift  j and the regression parameter R m , are the unknowns estimated by least square fit of the observations. Here, we have used the software packages VAV [Venedikov et al., 2003] and ETERNA [Wenzel, 1996] that are widespread applied for tidal analysis purposes. Performance of both packages is similar when tidal parameters are estimated, although some differences exist in the filtering of the gravity data and in the treatment of statistics of the signal [Dierks and Neumeyer, 2002] . Thus, a previously calculated tidal model [Arnoso et al., 2011] was used for testing tidal gravimetry results with the gPhone-54 at sites AU and LA and was then used to subtract body-tide and ocean-tide loading effects for computation of residual gravity.
Atmospheric pressure contribution to gravity signal is spread over a wide spectral domain and its magnitude can reach a value of about 30 µGal at certain locations.
Atmospheric pressure effect is usually reduced from gravity signal estimating an empirical transfer function (known as barometric admittance) between gravity and local air pressure changes. The 90% of the total pressure effect can be removed using the empirical approach and an approximate barometric admittance of about -0.3 µGal/hPa is commonly retrieved for continental stations, away from the coastlines [Spratt, 1982] . In our case, a local atmospheric correction was applied by adjusting the respective scalar coefficient for each observation site using the software VAV, which fits the gravity-pressure admittance together with the tidal parameters [Venedikov et al., 2003] . The admittances were found to be -0.32 ±0.04 and -0.34 ±0.02 µGal/hPa for LA and AU, respectively. Those admittance factors are used to subtract the atmospheric pressure contribution from the raw gravity data when computing the residual gravity.
The gravity effect of the polar motion, the so-called pole-tide, is a consequence of the small movements of the Earth's rotation axis within the Earth. The gravity fluctuation, g p , for a site at the Earth's surface can be computed using the time series of instantaneous pole coordinates (x(t), y(t)) at time t, provided by the International Earth Rotation Service (IERS) with a resolution of 1 day, through [Melchior, 1993] 
where a is the geocentric radius, (, ) the geographic coordinates and  the mean rate of Earth's rotation Here is the second degree gravimetric amplitude factor, in which h and k are the Love numbers for the body tides. The peak to peak amplitude of the gravity effect thus calculated for the observing period was about 3.2 µGal.
Instrumental effects related to meteorological perturbations such as those produced by rainfall and variations in air temperature and humidity were expected to be very low in the short observation periods, during which the gravity residuals underwent remarkable changes.
Correlation between relative air humidity and temperature can be often significant and the gravimeter response depends on the different construction types and of their electrostatic feedback system [El-Wahabi et al., 1997; 2000; Palinkas, 2006; Hegewald et al., 2011] . Figure 4g show the residual gravity signal observed at LA and AU sites during the periods where remarkable changes were observed, together with the respective local air temperature variations. In none of the cases presented here, a correlation was found with these meteorological parameters. Air temperature variations at the observing sites, however, influence the gravimeter levels. It is well known that instrument tilts can produce apparent gravity changes, which can lead to variations in instrumental drift behavior and therefore may mask other geophysical signatures related to volcanic activity [Riccardi et al., 2009] . The tiltinduced gravity effect Δg when the gravimeter's axis of measurement is tilted an angle  with respect to the vertical plumbline, is given by (4) where g 0 is the local gravity. For small angles, expressing cos in terms of Taylor's series expansion, it can be followed [Hinderer et al., 2007] 
Assuming g 0 = 9.8 ms -2 and expressing  in radians the dependency of gravity on tilt changes can be expressed as follows g/ 2 =4.9 ms -2 /rad 2 . It means that if the gravimeter is tilted by 100 µrad will induce a reduction in gravity of 4.9 µGal.
Other significant contribution of the observed gravity signal come from the hydrology (water table, soil moisture, and rainfall). Thus, changes in water storages, soil moisture or groundwater can influence gravimetric observations by up to tens of µGal. Its determination becomes complex due to its variability, produced by water balance at observing sites, as well as to the length scales that makes necessary to investigate the soil moisture conditions in the vicinity of the gravimeter site [Hinderer et al., 2007; Harnisch and Harnisch, 2006] . In our case, however, no effects of hydrology were corrected due to the absence of rivers and/or water reservoirs, together with the extremely dry conditions of the island during the observation period.
Following the procedure described above, the respective residual gravity was obtained at the observation sites LA and AU after modeling with some confidence all known signals.
The effects produced by tilts, atmospheric pressure and polar motion were all calculated and reduced from observed gravity data. Solid Earth and ocean tides, as well as instrument drift, were modelled following the harmonic analysis method, and likewise were subtracted from the observed gravity. Then, the gravity signatures due to the studied seismo-volcanic unrest that preceded the El Hierro eruption could be studied by interpreting these remaining gravity residuals.
Observed anomalies
Remarkable gravity changes were found in the gravity residuals (i.e. after removing body and ocean tides and gravity changes induced by tilts and atmospheric pressure effects) during the different periods before the onset of the eruption at both sites LA and AU.
From the date of the installation of the gravimeter (6 August 2011) until September 15, few fluctuations were observed in the residual gravity signal (Figure 4g ) of small amplitude (±2 µGal). During this period, seismicity was concentrated at the north of the island and at about 11 km in depth. The lack of a significant time correlation with other geophysical or geodetic changes hindered the identification and interpretation of those small anomalies in the gravity records.
On September 15 at 16:37 UTC a remarkable change in the trend of the residual gravity signal was recorded at site LA that ranged from 0 to 24 µGal/day (Figure 4g ). From 11.40
UTC onwards on September 17 (i.e. 43 hours later) the trend was reduced to 1 µGal/day and the gravity signal decreased almost linearly for a total amount of about 45 µGal during those two days. The beginning of this anomaly coincided with a 100 µrad offset of the gravimeter's longitudinal level. However, no significant changes were observed in either the transversal level or the other instrumental data recorded at the same time. The vertical displacement of the GPS antenna installed at the same observation site increased by about 0.3 cm during same days (Figure 4e ), which coincided with the general trend observed at other GPS stations on the island [see López et al., 2012] following the inflation episode preceding the eruption.
There was no evidence of any type of anthropogenic noise at the time, although we cannot discard this possibility. We checked the gravimeter's response to other similar tilt changes to rule out incorrect leveling. All experiences done showed us that the instrument drift suffered only noteworthy changes after power failures or transportation. Even in the worst testing case (that it, driving a shock on the gravimeter whilst operating), no changes in the instrument drift is observed. Moreover, instrument drift never exceeds 10 µGal/day during the observing periods up to date. Therefore, although the tilt of the longitudinal level could have a purely instrumental origin, the results of the test performed did not explain such large variations in the gravity residuals and so we assumed that phenomena related to seismo-volcanic activity were responsible for the gravity variations occurring during this period. In a similar context, tilt changes of tens of microradians ranging from hours to days were reported by Bonaccorso and Gambino [1997] during activity on the volcano Etna as a consequence of magma displacements preceding and accompanying the beginning of the 1991-1993 eruption. Figure   5 shows an example of co-located measurements made at AU site by both levels of gPhone- A new anomaly detected on the residual gravity coincided with the start of the volcanic tremor, assumed to correspond to the onset of the eruption [Martí et al., 2013] . Figure 6a shows the gravity signal observed at site AU during the first days of the eruption, from October 8-15, 2011. The effect of the volcanic tremor is clearly visible on the gravity record from October 10 onwards and induced a high level of background noise. To study the gravity signal, we calculated the respective residual gravity and then filtered it using a cut-off frequency of 24 cpd (cycles per day) and a window length of 480 data points. This enabled us to observe a clear change in the trend of the residual gravity, from 0 to 25 µGal/day since the onset of the tremor on October 10, even though the gravimeter's levels were running without significant variation despite being highly influenced at high frequencies by the volcanic tremor. This trend continued for just one day, until October 11 at 05:00 (UTC).
Then, the trend of the residual gravity curve changed drastically, that is, episodic gravity changes varying from 10 to 90 µGal were observed over the next two days (see Figure 6 ), during which time neither substantial ground tilts nor height change (as measured by GPS network Spanish IGN) were observed at site AU (see Figures 4b and 4e, respectively) .
Finally, in addition to the anomalies described above it is also worth mentioning the anomalies detected in the high-frequency band of the gravity signal. In the spectrum 
Modeling time gravity variations
-September 15 th to 17 th , 2011: 45μGal gravity decrease.
We want to explain the observed anomaly on the residual gravity found at site LA during September 1517. We assume that it is due to magma migration following the seismological interpretation by [Martí et al., 2013] . As we mentioned above, vertical displacement measured by the GPS on September 15-17 was negligible at LA, that is, the free air gradient effect corresponding to 0.3 cm of vertical displacement is not enough to explain the gravity decrease of 45 µGal (an elevation change of about 15 cm would be required). Also, González et al. [2013] used Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar (InSAR) technique to model ground deformation to constrain the dynamics associated with the magmatic activity during the pre-eruptive and coeruptive phases of the 2011-2012 El Hierro submarine eruption. Their result does not assess any clear ground deformation around LA site for the days 1517 of September. Moreover, the interferograms calculated by those authors do not exhibit a deformation pattern at LA during the complete period of southward seismic migration (mid-September to early October). Therefore, the lack of vertical ground deformation makes difficult to explain the gravity decrease recorded at this observing site.
However, it is more likely that both a mass loss (Bouguer effect) related to magma drainage and a density decrease due to the fracturing could produce such gravity variation.
Accordingly, we provide the respective models based on mass loss and density decrease process. On the one hand, we modelled the gravity decrease assuming a mass loss due to the magma migration through dikes. The associated gravity effect can be approximately calculated as if produced by a 2-D vertical sheet [Nettleton, 1976] 
where G is the Universal Gravitational Constant (6.674210 -11 m 3 kg -1 s -2 ) and ρ the density change; w and h are, respectively, the thickness and the vertical length of the sheet; z is the depth of the upper part of the sheet and d the horizontal distance (Figure 8) . We have considered a dike of 5000 m of vertical length and 10 m thick, at a distance to the gravimeter site LA based on the seismicity occurred prior to September 15 th . The values for the gravity effect thus calculated, placing the dike at different depths and depending on the density contrast are shown in Figure 9c . Thus, for instance, if we select a density contrast of -250 kg/m 3 the gravity variation found at 12 km depth is of about -25 μGal. The model establishes several possibilities to achieve a gravity value based on the selected density contrast and for the depths ranging between 10 to 12 km.
On the second hand, we want to model the gravity variation due to density decrease.
Thus, we take into account the available data from the IGN seismic catalogue up to September 15, 2011, and consider the fact that 90% of the events (M bLg > 1) were located between latitudes 27°.7211N-27°.7819 N. Then, we approached the seismicity path as follows: i) The distance between these coordinates was divided by bands spaced every 50 m, from north to south, so that the minimum width of the band contained enough events to perform a reasonable statistical analysis; ii) the mean value and the standard deviation within each band were calculated for the respective hypocenters contained therein; iii) these mean
values were fitted to a straight line with an azimuth of 149º E located at a depth of 11 km;
and, finally, iv) the volume occupied by seismic events was defined with prisms spaced every 50 m, from north to south, centered on the previously calculated line (point iii), with sides bounded by the mean value of the standard deviation in each direction (Figure 9a) a). Now, we supposed that mass migrating southward through dikes or sills to a deeper level would have produced changes in the gravity as magmatic material filled the different density contrasts of the medium. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that part of the gravity variation recorded during September 15 to 17 was a consequence of a density decrease (redistribution of mass) provoked by a geophysical process along the fractured zone that was limited by the modeled volume occupied by the seismic events (point iv). To explain this behavior, the theoretical gravity variation due to a decrease in the density of the subsurface masses was calculated. By taking into account different subsurface models, the density of the prismatic structures defined previously (point iv) was substituted by a new density. Then, the Nagy [1969] formulation taking into account both the old and new density values was applied to calculate the gravity attraction at site LA. This approach was applied in two different cases ( Figure 9d ): a) The first case was based on the previous subsurface density model used by Montesinos et al. [2006] , which was obtained by gravimetric inversion techniques. Former density values for each prism were taken from this model and then replaced by new ones; b) in the second case, we used a simpler model assuming that the previous density was the same for each prism and a mean density value of 2510 kg/m 3 was adopted for the whole subsurface of the island [Montesinos et al., 2006] . Consequently, considering the previous gravity change modeled by the mass loss effect, a variation of density between 2400 to 2510 kg/m 3 due to the fracturing would produce a gravity decrease of about 0 to 20 µGal (see Figure 9d ), which should be considered to attain the observed gravity variation of -45 µGal.
In both of the above cases, the density of the defined fractured area decreased ( Figure   9d ). This fact is consistent with the migration of magma into a deeper area in the south of the island. Bearing in mind that long-term drift in the gPhone-054 is small [Riccardi et al. 2011] , and that part of the modeled linear drift could correspond to seismo-volcanic process, the impact on the residual gravity is minimal and about 10 µGal. This difference is not enough to vary our reasoning, that is, that the southwards migration of seismicity and the subsequent redistribution of subsurface mass caused a density decrease. This fact, and the gravity decrease produced by mass loss due to magma migration were both the most probable causes of the diminishing residual gravity signal.
-October 7 th to 8 th , 2011: co-seismic gravity changes
The gravity change we observed on October 8, 2011, coincided in time (20:34h UTC) with the most important seismic event during the whole episode of unrest, which has been interpreted as the moment two days later that a path for the magma to the surface was opened and provoked the submarine eruption [López et al., 2012; Perez-Torrado et al., 2012; Martí et al., 2013] . Other gravity change of similar amplitude, and coinciding with the occurrence of various seismic events of magnitude M bLg > 3.6 recorded 20 hours before (Figure 5a an accurate definition of the rupture length that matches the focal mechanism. This fact introduces large uncertainties in the theoretical calculation and prevent us to obtain a reasonable calculation of the co-seismic gravity effect.
-October 10 th to 13 th , 2011: gravity variations during the eruption onset
The eruption started at 04:15 (UTC) on October 10, 2011, when a harmonic tremor signal showed up in the seismic records of the IGN stations [López et al., 2012] . The seismicity prior to the tremor signal indicates that the initial eruptive vent was probably located about 5 km offshore, on the submarine flank of the island's southern ridge (see Figure   1 ). However, no eruptive proof (i.e. fragments of lava bombs) or any other observational evidence pertaining to these initial stages of the eruption were observed on the surface until two days later. Martí et al. [2013] pointed to the magma ascended through a dike on the southern ridge and that during the first three days of the eruption the eruptive focus migrated northwards for about 3 km along the eruptive fissure until it intersected a NE-SW regional normal fault; from this moment on, a central conduit was generated and the construction of a cone began.
Taking into account the fact that no significant variations in height were observed and that the gravimeter leveling seemed only to be altered by the high frequencies caused by the tremor, most of the gravity anomaly detected on October 10-13 can be linked to subsurface redistributions of mass. Similar anomalies in the gravity signal were reported, for instance, by Branca et al. [2003] and Carbone et al. [2007] when describing a short-lived explosive event that marked the onset of the 2002 eruption on Etna. In that case, the observed gravity decrease (about -400 µGal) was interpreted as a magmatic intrusion occurring after the development of a fracture system located about 1 km from the gravity station. In our case, assuming that the M bLg 4.3 earthquake on October 8 opened a fracture, the gravity changes observed on October 10-12 at site AU (about 10-12 km from the volcano) would be related to changes in subsurface mass provoked by the opening of the eruptive fracture and by the movement of magma along it. Using the equation (6), we approximately calculated the associated gravity effect as if produced by a 2-D vertical sheet. Based on the previous density-contrasts model obtained by Montesinos et al., [2006] , the host rock density was taken to be 2510 kg/m 3 . Thus, the gravity variation that reached site AU was computed for a variable distance (d) from the source, assuming a vertical length of 5000 m according to the model of density contrasts around the location of the volcanic eruption ( Figure 10 ). There, the interface between different low-and high-density structures close to the new volcano edifice indicated a clear northwest-southeast alignment, coinciding with the fracture indicated by Martí et al. [2013] . Such structures in the density contrasts are not preserved below a depth of 6000 m (see Figure 5 in Montesinos et al., 2006) and so the dike cannot be modeled with such precision at any further depth.
Our results for the gravity effect thus calculated are given as a function of the distance between the gravimeter site and the vertical sheet (i.e. an approximation of a dike) and for varying thicknesses of 3-10 m (Figure 11 ). The gravity values for the distances 9500-12000 m from the gravimeter site assuming a 5-7-m-thick dike are about -80 to -40 µGal. They are consistent with the observed gravity variations (Figure 6a ), the change in the distance being justified by the northward migration of the eruptive focus (i.e. towards site AU) by about 3 km during the first days of the eruption, as described by Martí el al. [2013] .
Looking in detail at Figure 6a , it can be seen that on October 11-13, 2011, the residual gravity variations fluctuated considerably and reached -90 µGal at noon on October 11 and at the beginning of October 12. Superimposed on the residual gravity curve, Figure 6b shows the body tide vertical strain calculated for site AU for the same time period. An apparent correlation between the two curves can be seen for the diurnal frequencies. We propose that the residual gravity variations recorded at site AU during the first three days of the eruption might have been influenced by tidal strain. At that moment, a displacement along the eruptive fissure could have occurred, followed by a compression of different parts of the plumbing system due to its progressive decompression and magma withdrawal. This fact is coherent with and could explain the gravity variation observed at site AU during the initial stages of the eruption, in which periodic tidal strain could have played an important role.
However, the quantification of the potential role of the periodic tidal strain in the triggering of the eruption would require a more precise analysis that is beyond the purpose of this study.
-High-frequency gravity signal of October 6 th to 11 th , 2011.
According to Longuet-Higgins [1950] , the frequency band 0.10.3 Hz corresponds to the secondary microseismic peak. The spatial origin of this peak seems to be due to both coastal and deep-ocean sources [Cessaro, 1994; Chevrot et al., 2007] and the amplitude of the signal can be correlated with sources of different origin such as bathymetry, ocean-wave height, wind, storms, and hurricanes [e.g. Kedar et al., 2008] . Regardless of the origin, the final effects are pressure pulses at sea, which propagate to the sea floor and then generate microseismicity. In our case, as mentioned above, the M bLg 4.3 earthquake on October 8
probably opened the fissure that the magma used to ascend to the surface. The dramatic descent of the number of seismic events during the next two days (Figure 2b ) also gives credibility to this assertion. Moreover, the magma ascended in an aseismic way with a velocity of 0.13 ms -1 on these days [Martí et al., 2013] . Thus, a pressure overload on the seabed and the magmatic intrusion could have generated pressure pulses, which could have been the source of the observed high-frequency signal in the gravity records recorded before the onset of the eruption. This high-frequency signal found in the gravity records during the days before the submarine volcanic eruption at El Hierro suggests that these pressure pulses were probably not caused by atmospheric/oceanic effects but, rather, by the interaction of magmatic activity and the ocean. Similar cases have been described since the 1930s from the volcano Aso [e.g. Sassa, 1935; Kubotera, 1974; Kawakatsu. et al., 2000; Zeng et al., 2011] .
However, more data (e.g. seismic, atmospheric pressure, tide gauges) still need to be analyzed if we want to fully understand the nature of the source of this signal and thus be able to connect it with a possible precursory signal.
Discussion
Gravity variations recorded by the gPhone-054 on El Hierro have provided an interesting map of the time evolution of the gravity field during the various phases of the unrest episode that preceded the submarine eruption in 2011-2012.
Up to September 15, 2011, only small variations in the residual gravity had been observed, most generated by seismic swarms that coincided with the main phase of magma accumulation at the base of the oceanic crust (1215 km b.s.l.) in the north of the island [Martí et al., 2013] . However, from September 15-17 onwards, a significant gravity decrease was observed at site LA (Figure 4g) , coinciding with the initiation of the southward migration of seismicity and a slight increase in depth of the hypocentral location. In principle, this gravity change could be due to either (i) the redistribution of mass at depth caused by magma migration, (ii) variation in density, or (iii) a large variation in the height at the observation site. A combination of these three increases the number of possible sources of the gravity changes and so joint interpretation with other geodetic/geophysical data is necessary. One likely solution discussed above implies delimiting the disturbed area (the fractured zone) by locating the hypocenters and decreasing the host rock density value there (Figure 9d ). Under these conditions, different processes could cause a change in the density. However, southward seismic migration to deeper crustal levels (after this period) is consistent with magma transport or drainage away from the gravimetric site occurred. Thereafter, gravity variation continued decreasing in magnitude, albeit at a lower rate, probably due to the remoteness of the seismicity.
On October 7-8, 2011, the gravimeter's levels underwent a series of rapid displacements linked to a seismic swarm characterized by several M bLg > 3 events. Two increments of about 3 µGal in the amplitude of the residual gravity were recorded at site AU (Figure 5a ), within a time interval of 20 hours. Although co-seismic gravity effect was not evaluated, the magnitude of those gravity changes coinciding with the M bLg 4,3 event seems connected with the beginning of the rupture process regarding the magma ascent to the surface. From October 8 01:00 UTC onwards, lower magnitude events continued at the same location and no significant gravity variation was recorded. During this period, most of these events were concentrated in a narrow area to the south of the island. It is likely that the magma found a stress barrier here and began to generate differential stresses in its search for another path. It seems plausible that this path was provided by the effect of the M bLg 4.3 event on October 8 at 20:34 UTC. In the previous section, the co-seismic gravity change associated with that event (about 2.4 µGal) was explained according to a tectonic process connected to the opening of the fracture, which allowed magma to reach the surface. Furthermore, during the next two days shallower seismic events were recorded by the IGN stations, which indicates that the magma was rising. Likewise, a clear 0.2 Hz peak was identified in the highfrequency gravity signal (Figure 7) , also recorded by the gPhone-054 at site AU. This frequency is usually associated with the secondary microseismic peak [Longuet-Higgins, 1950] and can be attributed to atmospheric perturbations. In this case, however, and in accordance with Martí et al. [2013] , this signal should be interpreted as due to overpressure pulses generated by the magma when ascending to the surface prior to the onset of the eruption. The beginning of the submarine eruption was recorded by the gPhone-054 at site AU since the volcanic tremor was superimposed on the gravity signal (Figure 6a ) from October 10 onwards. Firstly, a change in the trend of the residual gravity was clearly seen, decreasing at a rate of 25 µGal/day until October 11. We correlated this gravity anomaly with a main degassing phase throughout the fractured upper crust as the magma approached the surface and thus generated a density decrease and the tremor. Secondly, from October 11 at 04:41 UTC to October 12, the residual gravity signal reflected a change in the volcanic process, which was apparently correlated with tidal strain forces (Figure 6b ). It is feasible that the tidal vertical strain partially drove the process until the final outflow conduit (i.e. the eruptive fissure) was completely open. During this time, the magnitude of the gravity decrease can be modeled as a 5-7-m-thick and 5-km-long dike intrusion varying in distance from the gravimeter depending on the northward migration of the eruptive focus (about 3 km) during the first days of the eruption [Martí el al., 2013] . Although no significant changes were observed in the respective tilt excursion, the noisy response in the gravimeter's levels was due to the tremor. A closer look at Figure 6a reveals a rapid stabilization of the gravity signal from noon onwards on October 12, followed by a small upward jump of about 30 µGal, most probably caused by the complete opening of the outflow conduit. This fact could have reduced the pressure of the internal conduit and, consequently, caused the tremor to decrease in amplitude.
Conclusions
The potential of continuous gravity measurements carried out in active volcanic areas has been shown by the case of the 2011-2012 El Hierro (Canary Islands) submarine eruption. 
